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SOKh ASPECTS OP  FROJ XT  IMPHiîLNïATIOH 

Once an industrial project is decided upon, and its advantage 

are analysed, technically and economically, and the authorities decide 

to go on executif that project, certain successive steps must be taken 

•o as to link the decision phase to the production phase. All these 

steps fall under the title "Implementation" of the project. It io in 

this area of implementation that developing countries need much 

experience. The present paper aims at throwing some light on some 

aspects of implementation of industrial projects. Reference is made 

to particular problems which the UAR encountered and how it managed to 

solve them, and also to more general problems which face developing 

countries in executing any industrie project. It is not intended to 

oover problems of implementation, a target which is wider and more 

diversified than the scope of this paper. It only deals with some 

aspect* - technical, financial and social - which may be oí particular 
importance, namely: 

I. Asking for Offers from Contractors to execute the Project 

II. Comparison between offers and choioe of the best offer 

III* Drawing up a Contract 

If, Scheduling and Programming 

V. Problems related to Personnel 

VI. Problens related to Finanoing 

VII. Control and Reporting 
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I.    Asking for Çffere Troc. Contractors to ¿xecute the Project 

The  fir tit  step ia  the   icplucentation phase  is  to decido  clearly 

and profoundly what  is neoded ana who is  to curry out  the  different 

components of  the project,    D* /elcpm,, countries are  confronted by 

ohoosint  between two  alternativos i 

(a) To ¿ive  the  whole  project  to a contractor»  either a single 

contractor or a consortia!:, of more  than one contractor, 

who will be  assigned for  the  complete execution of  the 

project as n turn-key job.    Under such a case  the  oontraotor 

shall carry out the civil engineering, delivery of raachinery 

and equipment, all engineering services, erection of machinery 

and equipment   at  rt-up and coramissioniné, of  the plant. 

This alternative is,  of course,  the easy one and ia chosen 

if the couutry concerned does not feel •* t oan carry out by 

itself a part  or another  in the execution of the  project, 

nevertheless,   this alternative is also the most  expensive 

and it ¡Bust not be revjt-ted to unless conditions impose that. 

The J«! used this  gystec in very few cases,  but  it *ees not 

adopt  that  system anycore. 

(b) To give the  contractor part of the job.    This part ¿eaeraliy 

includes licence  und know-how,  if any, design and engineering 

of machinery and equipment,  delivery of the saxee  including 

spare parta,     I*   ...eludes also technical services in erection 

and st rt up 01   th.-  plant.    It ir.ay «Is« include assistane« in 

•tnnfuatfnt  of tin   ;)-•(.!.   for a certain period of   time, as well 

as  trainiiit   of   ioc-.il  ptreonnul abroad.    This alternative is 

decided upon if  tv.c-  country concerned is in a position  to 

enrry out  by  ' ¡.self  a part  <>p   the  work.    The U.iB,   for instance, 

iij ¿jtuer'Uly capable  of  carry i ut   out all  civil   works and so 

tiu-   role  "j   the  cu/Jrictor  here   m   to provide-   the  baBic data 

suflii'itnt  <ìj.out,L so  tiu. t   tue   civil   local  contractor for 

>'Xt-cuti>m  of  civil   worke   c  u  worl.  <.-ut  ail   ti.».,    toclla and 
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and computations necessary for the .execution of this part of 

the project. The UAR is also generally capable to carry out 

the erection of the maohines and the start-up of the- plant, 

but it needs supervision by the contractor's personnel. 

Whatever the case may be, it is most imperative to analyse the 

steps to be taken before undertaking any step, to decide what can be 

done locally and what is needed from abroad. 

On the basis, of such decision some offers or tenders are asked 

for An order to be sure to get the best services with the t>«*t terms. 

' The preparation of this call for off Afra is perhaps a decisive 

factor in arriving at olear terme of contracting and in evading end- 

less problems in exeoution. It must be put as clear as possible and 

it must define the scope of services needed. Whatever the degree of 

detailing1 'included in this call for offers, it must include all items 

which would enable the tenderer to submit his offer for tender, in 

particular the following elements: f 

(a) Raw material cr materials used in the production, their 

analysis and characteristics} 

(b) Type of i inai product or products needed, their analysis 

and characteristics» 

(c) Lite chosen fqr the installation, showing the area of the 

.....-,...  .L plant, proximity to means of transport, availability of 

. j :.; powar and, .wa;|er, proposed msans for effluent disposal etc, 

climatic conditions need after to be statedj 

(d) defining the obligations o^ the purchaser and of the con- 
j 'tractor and stating the service needed from the contractor 

in a very'dear way; 

(e) General conditions of contracting which are accepted by 

the purchasers 

(f) As to the machinery and equipment needed, the call for offer 

may iaclude detailed specifications drawn by technical experts, 
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- loo*l or froa-ftfetoad.. ^?:_iB the J.ol}..0£ th$ oonBultant 

engineer and the UAH ir many cases hired engineering offices 

to draw the detailed specifications on the basis of which 

offers are presented. This procedure is, of course, useful 

i» so far as it defines what is needed so that a comparison 

between different offers is rendered quite easy. This pro- 

cedure is reverted to when there is not much room for getting 

proposals for different prooesses and different machinery as 

» result thereof. Sometimes it proves more useful and bene- 

ficial to define the plant needed in a general manner so as 

to loave J.  wide decree of freedom for tenderers to submit 

what they think more appropriate. This alternative, ad- 
vantageous as" it is for getting different proposals, entails 

too much werk and estimations -n comparing different offers, 

How, and after defining what is needed, there are different pro- 

oedures for getting bids and offersi 

1, One can get an offer for delivery cf one machine or more in the form 

of proforma invoice. In such a case of simple machinery, a direct 

order is often passed after seeing through the technical character- 

istics of such machinery as well as the price. 

2. For more complicated works, for example, a complete plant, one 

usually gets a complete offer with detailed flow-diagrams and 

material balances, etc. In such cases one may use different 

systems viz. general adjudication or limited adjüdieatiomre- " 

stricted to known ard rep- -cd riras. 

The first step in executing the industrial project is, thus, 

deciding on what is needed and preparing the call for tender and 

obtaining one or several offers. 
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II. QQBíMeUm bttmtn off»*» and cacio» of the bot cff»g 

I» eonparinfc different offer» th»r« are aany factor» to to« oon«id»r»di 

1*  P«t »*p»rl»noe of the tenderer 

Considering the competency of ail the tenderer« and tèeir actual 

capacity of undertaking a givan job, and the mmber of similar 

plants constructed by oach may be a good starting point in 

evaluating the different offers. Developing countries cannot 

afford to be a field of experimentation. Tenders presented by 

firms of insufficient capacity oust be exoluded irrespective of 

the prices offered. 

2«  froosSB ohoioe and teohnical acceptability of offer 

The second step is to atudy thoroughly the technical side of the 

offer, disconsidering for tue time being its financial side. Well- 

reputed firms may propose certain processes whioh are divorced 

from local conditions in the country in which the project is to be 

realized. Different processes offered must be, thus screened, to 

ensure their adaptation to looal raw materials and to all other 

local oondilions. Any offer whioh includes an unacceptable 

process or technique must be either discarded or modified before 

it is taken into consideration. Comparisons along the coning 

lines must be limited to technically-accepted offers. 

3»  Unifying the scope of services 

Any comparison between the prices of different offers means nothing 

unless the scope of services in the different offers is unified. 

borne tenderers include, for instance» the fees for the design and 

engineering of the machinery and equipment in the price of this 

machinery and equipment. Others, however, desiare separate fees 

for this design and engineering. This must be taken into considera- 

tion. The price of machinery and equipment may be given f.o.b., 

c.i.f. or f.a.s., it must also be unified. The scope of offered 

machinery and equipment must be studied and if there is a section 
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«* part missing in any, its price :    added,  auch prioe baia¿, 

•atiBÄtad or feiven later by the tenderer.   The oapaoity of the 

différant machinery mat be checked to make aura that tiay fit into 

the ganaral oapaoity of the  plant.    Storage oapaoity muet aleo be 

unified. 

Sarvioaa mat be unified, difficult though this may be, especially 

if they are  limited in supervision of erection and start-up, 

because of the  \_fferencG.j in the human element, paat experienoe, 

skill, understanding of local conditions, decree of oo-operation, 

eto*    If auoh services are quoted for us an accumulated lump SUB 

to be paid,  irrespective of the number of teohniciana delegated, 

the comparison between sur.:? quoted may bo justified.    In »any 

caaes, however, Buch servie   j ara quoted for on the basis of fees 

and allowances specified for every category of technician per day 

or per month of eto.y.    Jn suoh e case it proves always to be very 

difficult to compare tLam evsn after unifying the number of 

technicians  or their periods of stay or  the number of man-month in 

all offers,   because„ onco again, people  differ in their capacities. 

The sane can be said, ani evan more so in the case of assistance in 

management which is not linked with commissioning of the plant but 

starts thereafter. 

In many oases one  in obliged to exclude  the prioe of suoh teoanioal 

assistance for the rcope of comparison sufficing himself, in tais 

area, to gettin0 acceptable terns and acceptable numbüri of 

technicians, 

4•      Production and oo -_ nmjptiqn_ figuro2. 

The price of the maohinery n,ad e  ilpoent, evsn after unifioatiûft, 

does not represent everythin£.    Different processes, even after 

rejecting the unaooeptable orou, still vary,  in so far as they 

need different amounts of raw materials, power,  steam, water, etc 

and also in so far as the.of Cioiency of production is oonournöd. 
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The problem of efficiency in production is accounted for by unifying 

the capacity of the required project and what remains is the extra 

expenses due to different parameters of consumptions. This difference 

may be of minor importance in certain cases, but may be of prime 

importance in others. Take, for instance, a rotary kiln for clinker 

production. The fuel consumption raises itself as one of the most 

important items on the basis of whioh a decision should be takenj 

in conjunction with all other factors. In complicated plants in 

the chemical industries as a rule such problems of consumption 

figures must be considered very seriously. But there are limits 

to the extent of such consideration. First, these figures must 

be guaranteedi second, the extent of giving an oxfer the merits 

for lower consumption may only cover the limit of penalty which 

the tenderer is ready to accept in case of non-fulfilment of suoh 

figures. In some cases, the UAR encountered offers in which very 

low consumption (lower than theoretical) figures are stated. In 

other cases there were all reasons to believe ol the truth of low 

consumption figures, and full credit during the lifetime of the 

project may then be ¿iven. 

Lvery case must, however, be studied on its own merits so as to 

decide to which extent the difference in consumption figures ought 

to be taken into consideration for choosing the most advantageous 

offer. 

5»  Other factors 

There are many other factors which affect the final choice, but 

which are difficult to evaluate. The storage capacity for raw 

Materials and ¿inai products must be matched, otherwise comparison 

between price of handling equipment cannot be comparable. Separate 

items like uorkshope fj.refighting, effluent disposal system, 

water treatment, transformer station, boiler-house, laboratories, 

'etc. must be either excluded from the comparison or included after 

uAific.ition. The quality is also of utmost importance and comparison 

.-.¡mot bo considered.fair unless comparative quality is considered. 
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Here we enoounter material of construction, thickness of special 

equipment, types of motors, compressors and moving units. 

Stand-by units should, generally, be included in the compariaon. 

Spare parts, however, represent a problem in the comparison as a 

result of the difference of scope. Their price can be fairly 

taken into consideration as part of the comparative over-all 

price, if the tenderers accept to guarantee adequacy of suoh 

spares for a certain period of time after the proper functioning 

of the plant, and state their readiness to deliver any extra 

needed spares needed during such a period „free of charge. Some- 

times a detailed list of spare parts is drawn up and tenderers 

are requested to quote on the basis of such before the price of 

spare parts is taken into the comparative figures. 

Arriving at a fair degree of unification with respect to machinery 

and equipment is not always an easy job, but it nevertheless can be 

done with a fair degree of approximation. 

The same does not supply often to technical services or the weight 

of the machinery and equipment. The delivered weight is a function 

of the process in a way and although generally more weight may be 

considered a sign of robust and massive machines, in some oases it 

may be considered as a disadvantage. For instance, in the nitric 

acid production, the old process of using multiple towers for 

absorption, which would naturally lead to delivering more weight, 

is a disadvantage compared to delivering the one-tower system, 

which is more advanced. To this must be added that the weights are 

generally indicative and not guaranteed except within certain limits. 

Another factor may be the time of delivery. This factor may be a 

decisive one in some cases.  In others, the difference in delivery 

time being limited, it is very difficult to evaluate such difference 

in terms of money. Nevertheless this factor cannot be completely 

ignored. 
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Another factor may be the different guarantees the tenderers are 

ready to give, and the relevant penalties he is ready to boar in 

case of non-fulfilment of the guarantees. 

btill another factor nay be  the decree of acceptance of the tenderer 

to the general conditions of contracting*mention of the most important 

of which shall be done in Part III, 

6.      Financial evaluation of different offerB 

Comparison of prices of machinery and equipment after adjustment of 

the scope of delivery and scopes of services is very indicative, 

if is true, yet it is not at all sufficient  to decide on the most 

beneficial offer.    The offered terms of payment may play the 

deoisive role in the choice. 

Developing countries as a general rule, especially with respect to 

big projects, need financing facilities.    The  type of financing 

facility offered must be studied very carefully and relevant merits 

and demerits must be properly evaluated. 

Although it is very clear that deferred payment entails accumulation 

of interest which must be paid, yet developing countries are obliged 

to take  this path because of  their wish to execute many projeota on 

one hand and the non-availability of foreign currency to pay cash 

for all the projects on the other hand. 

Offers may vary with respect to percentage  to be paid aa dotm pay- 

ment, percentage to be  paid as deferred payments.    They may vary as 

well  with respect  to rate or rates of interest and the method and 

timo  of calculating   that  interest.    Bank charges,   financing charges 

and insurance charges may vary.    All these   differences must be 

accounted for in  ways which would reflect  the  advantages and dis- 

advantages  l'or the  standpoint  of the purchaser. 

To  calculate all   the financial obligations   including    interest   which 

result from different  offers  in accordance   with  the terms given in 

• neh is not  'i fair  approach and must eventually lead to exclusion of 
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that offer with the longest period of payment, the accumulated 

interest being logically the highest in that offer, which is really 

»ore advantageous to developing countries. 

To oarry out the calculations on the basis of a unified pattern for 

payment ia a fairer approach hut not good enough to reflect the 

advantage« or disadvantages in each.    It may lead to erroneous 

conclusions. 

A Bore proper method to evaluate different offers from the financial 

point of view is to put down the actual flow at payments together 

with_ interests according to the aaounts and dates stated in every 

offer and according to the rate or rates of interest given.   This 

step is to be followed by calculating the present worth of all the 

sum to be paid using a fizod rate of interest or return, for all. 

This fixed ratfc varies of course ïrom one country to another and 

depende rather on the availability of foreign ourrenoy and the 

actual rate of interest with which that oountry can have the amounts 

of foreign currency needed to execute all its projects.    (For the 

UAR this rate may be taken as 7 per cent per annum) although lower 

rates of interest are generally deolared in contracts.    Comparing 

the present worth would give a good indioation of the degree of 

preferability of one offer or another. 
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HI.    Brewing UP a oontrao^ 

This part will not deal with all item, to be included in a drawn-«p 

oontract.    It will only emphasize certain points of interest. 

Before doing so there are some general remarks to be stated. 

First of all,  it roust be clearly comprehended that signing a contraot 

merely opens a phase of a lonfe relation between the two side, concerned, a 

relation which must be based on mutual confidence and deep understanding of 

each others difficulties.    This, of course, cannot take place unless the 

contract reflects,  in a  true sense, th« interest and benefit, of both, 

parties, and is drawn up with all possible fairness and clearne««.    Any 

contract in the world being unable to foresee all possible futur« iaplioa- 

tions, must eventually l«ave a certain area of good will and objeotiveness 
for future actions  from both sides. 

In the second place,   the more clearly the obligions on both sides 

are stated,  the more probable that future problems will be evaded.    Phxa... 

used must be clear cut with no future possible misinterpretation«. 

In the third place,   the contract must cover all the rights of both 

parties during the whole period of rts execution from the financial point 

of view as well as  from  the technical ana exertional point  of view. 

Bearing the above-mentioned points in mind, it may be useful to pas« 

to some items which deserve mentioning.     These items,  which will be v«ry 

briefly   referred to, fall into three categories i 

The first category is  technical matters.     It includes  the followingi 

1. Object and scope   of contract must be clearly stated. 

2. Description of the plant may be more  than useful as a separat« 
item of the  contract. 

3. Specification of machinery and equipment, an Annex as it   is to any 

contract,  must be  thorouéhly studied.    In this connexion probi«» 

always rise because of lack of details and may be,  difference« 
in opinions. 
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4.    Soope of engineering works mat be specifically mentioned not in 

general word» but rather in detail so as to evade  in the future 
who is to do what. 

5»    Üitual obligations of both parties during the whole period' of 

execution of the  contract mat as wall clearly define what the 
contractor shall not do. ..••) 

"8.    Because it is imponsiblo, while ooavcaoting^to oonsider all 

technical details :rhich oay not become clear exoept at the 

engineering phase, it is always useful to state in a separate 

item that all works whic'j are not mentioned in the  contract, 

fcit which are neoeosary for toe safe, proper and effioient 

""• ' r construction, operation ?ad maintenance of the plant shall be 

executed by the contracto:: and shall be considered as inoluded 

and oovered by the c on tract prioe. 
• ' • • 

7. fhe contractor mat give a guarantee  of engineering design and 

bear the results   of any faull  for which he is responsible. 

8. He oust, as well,  gurrantse the quality of his machinery and 

equipment, and replace ary defective 

9»    The time oi  delivery must tie guaranteed b;   the contractor and 

he must bear some  penalty in case  or delay. 

10.    An equally important guarantee to be given by the contractor 

is the guarantee   o.  pzoductioa caraoity, quality of the  products 

and consumption fi^ur^s for .air raterial«, power,  fuel,  water, 

steam» etc.    Such cva^aatacj are always linked with penalties  to 

b    born*.      by the  contractor in case  of non-fulfilaent. 

A word must be said here concerning penalties.    Developing 

oountries are not   indeed ai'Ui- getting penalties and indemnities. 

They are primarily intere-ted in getting a good plant whioh 

produces a good quality p y    ,%.    Nevertheless, penalties  in a 

contract is a muet  in order to enpure  getting everything done 

well and in due  tice. 
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11. The ti«, of completion of the plant and handing it over to' the 

purchaser may aleo be guaranteed by the contractor provided,  of 

course,  that the purchaser fulfills all his  obligates. 

12. Non-fumant of the production consumption guarantees mUet 

*•  certain Units especially because  the  penalties to be 

*ome by the  contractor ,r, often limited to a 0urtlln c 

I    » very understandable,   then,  that  the mtxúbaaw keeps ^ 

himself the right to reject the pla„t or a section thereof in 

oase  the non-fulfilment exceeds a certain li.it of say 10 par 

cent less production or xnore consunción.     Before rejection, 

anyhow,  the contractor,  on the other hand,  must be given the 

chance to effect certain  changes or replacera or aodifio*. 

tiona, at his expense, during a certain period of time to be 
agreed upon. 

u. motion of ,MWn.ry ^ equlrMnt Wore thej m 

U a right which the purchaser —, utilize.    This rieht i. 
of»« negieoted and taken  liehtly.    I„ most cases it ^„^ 

that the „„„ey ep.n, on in8pec,iOT „ore   than paJr8 fw, ^^ 

U.    Wopin* countries mat   try to K8t in any oontrMt 

possibility of training local  personne! either in their nati« 
country or abroad, „ore of  this point »iu ooma lster. 

15.    The number of foreign personnel to erect  the plant or super«., 
the erection as *, ease may b#f Md (hoee  to ^ ^ ^ 

•tarWp or «w the  start up, •t  oe oloarly 8tated 

he contract as »ell as tneir period of stay> 

the doer open for augl»enti„é  theeo Mber.  cr di.ini.hine the. 
in accordance with actual needs. 

16.    In », «„. lt proïea that  it  .8 yery uae ,ui  to .^ 

the contract an ilem related t0 ^^  ^ 

a certain  period or tiir.r.       T+  < 
time.     It is often very costly to make a 

«ana.e.ent  contract by itself, and n is  very advisable to ti. 
UP this Kmenat t0 th„  handing over oi.  tho  punt<    4 point ^ 

I 
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»entioning here  is to insist that assistance   in management should 

not begin except after handing over and fulfilment of all guarantees. 

The second category of items to be included in a contract  is financial 

matters, which include  the following i 

1. The price 01   uhe services carried out by the contractor must be 

stated together with any possible future  variations.    There are 

two types of variations, the first of which may be due to 

additional equipment which proves to be  needed at later stages 

of execution.     If this point is not covered in accordance with 

what was stated in point 6 of the technical category, extr» 

price nust be  limited by a certain ceiling of 3 per oent, for 

instanoe.    The second type  of variation »ay be due to increase 

in price of materials or wages.     Here an  escalator clause is 

often inserted with a certain oeiling to its application. 

2. The terms of payment must  also be clearly Stated.    ¥hen to 

transfer the     inpayment,  what is the  form of the letter of 

guarantee to be given against this payment, when to open the 

letter of credit for the payments a^aina^ shipping, when to 

open the letters of guarantee for the deferred payments, what 

is the rate  of interest per amamt what  are the bank charges and 

insurance charges,  etc.,  vaen iß  the interest going to be 

calculated.     Often putting   tables of payments alongside the 

dates on which these payments became due in the contraot is 

very useful  in evading future difficulties. 

Sometimes bills of exotenge arc given instead of letters of 

guarantee for the deferred payments rn  well as for the parts 

to be  paid against shipment.    These bills of exchange and 

dates  for their payment must be   linked with effecting the 

shipping and presentation  of the  needed documents.    The in- 

voice,  shipping specifications and packing lists, the 

oertifioate  of origin and the bill of  lading. 
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3. Payments for the services of foreign personnel are eenexally 

paid through a revolving letter 01 credit which oovers the 

period of stay of such personnel. 

4. The contractor must, in any way, give a guarantee deposit as a 

pecuniary guarantee for the due exeoution of the oontraot, 

•which is to be void after fulfilment of his guarantee obliga- 
tions* 

The third category of items to be inoluded in a oontraot is con- 

cerned with general points which include the following« 

1. Terms and conditions related to services of foreign personnel. 

The more clearly these terms are stated, the »ore problems can 

"be evaded in the future. 

2» Observation by the foreign personnel of the laws and regulations 

of the purchaser's country, must be stated in the oontraot in 

order to avoid legal breaches from their part. 

3. In general, a cancellation clause, an arbitration clause, and a 

Foto« Majeure clause must be inoluded in the oontraot. 

u 
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IV,    Scheduling and Programming 

One of the frequent mistakes that tends to "be made by a developing 

oountry is to set out over-optimistic schedules of execution.    This 

all too often goes into contracts of supply of equipment.    The result 

is unnecessarily long storage of equipment because buildings may not 

be ready, with the unnecessary hazards relating to such storage. 

It is therefore very important that a realistic schedule of execu- 

tion should be made as early as possible,based on existing local condi- 

tions.    It is best for all the contracting parties concerned to be aware 

of such a schedule from the start. 

However,  the real time of execution can be  considerably shortened 

if certain steps are undertaken from the time a decision is taken to 

proceed with a given project.    A clear example  in this respect is site 

selection,  requisition and preparation.    These steps can mostly be 

undertaken before contracting for equipment,  and thus save valuable  time. 

It is clear that civil engineering design,  let  alone execution,  cannot 

start until a site is selected and the necessary soil investigations 

carried out.    Moreover,  in many cases .equipment design has to be altered 

due to specific characteristics of the site.     It is considered wise 

even to carry out e-rth-filling operations,  to prepare internal roads 

in the site,  to build fences,  to arrange for power and water supply for 

construction and erection at a very early stage of project implementa- 

tion,  even before contracting for equipment. 

Civil engineering is always a bottleneck in project implementation 

in developing countries.    The easiest way of overcoming this is by 

contracting for the whole project on a turnkey basis including civil 

engineering.    Although this was  touched upon earlier in this paper, 

it will be mentioned once more  from a different angle.    This will 

certainly shorten the time  of execution of a project, but constitutes 

an unnecessary drain on the foreign currency resources of the country. 

Rather than this extreme,  it  io better to supplement the  locally- 

available  civil engineering facilities with imported facilities and/or 
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materials. It is wise to estimate the equipment and materials required 

for civil engineering at the time of contracting for equipment and to 

procure from abroad, together with the plant equipment, certain civil 

engineering equipment and materials generally short in the country, 

e.g. steel bare for reinforced concrete or trucks. There are many 

caaes in the country where an extra expenditure of foreign currency of 

the order of 5 per cent, e.g. for buying piling machinery would by far 

reduce the time of execution of a project, and thus save on the un- 

productive delay in the utilization of imported plant equipment. 

What applies to civil engineering applies equally to oivil 

engineering design. It is faster and easier to have the oivil 

engineering design executed by the main contractor for equipment. 

The shortcomings are a heavier expenditure in foreign currency, designs 

difficult to execute due to local conditions, and above all, neglecting 

the building-up of design experiences in the country. It is perhaps 

wiser, though more difficult, to obtain experienced technical assistance 

for civil engineering design.  This can take two ways s  deputing' of 

civil engineering designers from abroad to direct the civil engineering 

carried out locally, and training some of the local civil engineers abroad. 

îiuch trouble is «.countered in a developing country in preparatory 

steps preceding erection, namely transport, sorting and storing of 

équipant. There is a real »know-how« .in this connexion, and whenever 

this experience is lac ting, it is wise to call in limited foreign 

technical assi atanco at that phase of work. 

The same line o^ thinking can bu extrapolated to mechanical 

erection.  Instead of turn-key basis, it is wise to import erection 

equipment with each pl:.r.t and to obtain only the necessary foreign 

supervisors of erection from the contractor.  luch has been said on 

the vriUtviuinoss of buying erection equipment for each plant.  However, 

in a duvelopin^ country, erection equipment is a real wealth, and it 
will alu-tyu find a  ¿00¿ JSc in th,. oconomy# 
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There are severalpractice* for t»*Um» ««»»in« that foreign 

supervision only is brought In.    In general if a projet i. being 
implemented by a newly-formed ooapany or oonoem, it ie imperative 

io entrust erection to a contractor (local in this case).    Oniy very 

well-established firms oan afford to oarry out erection with their 

own staff. 

The sohedule of execution in a developing country should always 

allow for an overlap between civil engineering work and erection. 

Although this may involve some additional difficulties in erection, 

it is the only realistic way of minimising over-all time of execution. 

A very serious problem in preparing a schedule is to make sure 

that utilities and facilities (suoh as transport) will be available at 

the time the plant is started up.    Although this is a problem of 
national planning, it should be considered in the ose of each individual 

projet, and some temporary solution must be found in oase utilities or 

faoilities from national sources oannot be obtained. 
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V*    noblen» related to Personnel 

A very serious problem faces developing countries in the recruit- 

-nt o, personnel for project implementation.    The instance of. correct 

and timely choice of the project manager cannot be oversowed.    Indeed 

this is as  important as  correct choice and procurement of équipant. 

In a developing country two problems are faced in this respect, 

there as a real shortage of trained,  experienced technical personnel, 

and furthermore, there is a maldistribution of such personnel in various 

sectors of industry.    This can only be overcome by a systematic ex- 

Ploration of personnel fit for projet management and leadership, and 

systematic training of such personnel.    It is conceivable to find a 

person with the necessary qualities  for leadership,  but lacking  for 

example, in .ruction experience.    He  can well be trained on an erection 

job proceeding anywhere in the country in anticipation of h-s  taking 

over a project management post in the  future.    This whole matter should 
be   carefully Planned, and any ,ohudule Qf „.„^ Qf an ladai|trlftl 

Plan should bo accompanied at least  by a schedule of selection and 
training of the project managers. 

It is not intende* nere to .numerato the functions of a project 

manage.    However,  it ,uut be pointed out  that a project manager should 

devote his tuli  time to  the project at a very ,arly stage. 

Furthermore,  a project manager should be given a free hand in the 

choice of his  associates.     Only too often has a project manager been 

Placed with subordinates  who are un,;a.   lo Co-op.r,t.   with,  and   this has 

l*d  to  calamities.     Harmony and team-work between all  the staff   of a 

proj,ot should be given priority even  over technical  skill or ex- 

cellence.    The  human relation qualities of a project manager should be 
a   loading factor in his  choice. 

It  is  the  duty of c project manager to plan the  recruitment  and 
training  of uis  8tai-f.     If he  deVQtes  ^ ^ ^   ^  ^ ^ .^ ^ 

an early dat.  before erection responsibilities become  overwhelming, he 
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oan find the time for correct planali« and aeleotion of bis staff. 
Again in a developing country, »teff with inauffioient experience will 
have to be made use of.   Thia oan be counter-balanced by plannad training. 

Ideally, euppoae a nay fertiliser plant la being set up in a new locality 
in the oountry, it would be advantage«« to reoruit new inexperienoed 

ataff into an existing fertiliser plant and gradually draw some of the 
more experienced ataff from the existing plant to the new plant.    Thia, 

however, would require complete co-operation between the partie» oon- 

oarned.    If thia ia lacking, it would not be a waste to reoruit new 

staff and place them in the existing plant for a period of up to two 
years and finally employ them in the operation of the new plant.    Thia 
type of training ia intended to complement various vooational training 

attempts, union alone cannot serve the purpose of forming suffioiently- 

oapable persona»! to oonstruot and direot the project. 
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Tt» key to timely financing of a project i. accurate budgttiagt 

lAlöÄ in taira is dependent on aocurate scheduling. 

In a developing country, almost always there ia a real aàortage 
of foreign currency.    Once foreign ourreuoy ie allocated to a projeot, 
»11 the resources must he geared to make maximum u.e of the foreign 
currency allocation.    If, for example, foreign currency ha. been 

allocated to a project for effecting downpayments on equipment, there 
•hould automatically be sufficient funda for civil and other work io 

•nable, the installation of equipment in the shortest possible time. 

This, of course, is directly related to the question of priorities. 

One point .of interest is the necessity of having a certain contin- 

gency fund for each project, particularly in foreign currency to enable 

the removal of bottleneck, in erection or start-up reciting fro« the 

nece..ity to supply extra equipment, utilities for example, which «y 
not have been foreseen at the time of contracting. 
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Control of projeot implementation and factual reporting of progress 

are neooasi ties whioh are unfortunately lacking in developing oountries. 

Sometimes this is done on the basis of reporting the investment realised 

in a given time and comparing this to the total investment of the projeot. 

This, however» oan be very misleading! since unnecessary expenditures 

would appear as definite progress in this form of reporting« 

Many other firms of reporting have been tried, but the tendenoy is 

to always show things in a brighter picture than they really are. 

Whatever method of reporting is followed, it should be done in an 

objective way, and preferably on-the-spot reporting by some neutral body 

other than the body executing the projeot. This is probably the only 

way to ensure unbiased factual reporting. There is much to be desired 

in this field, and developing oountries should consider it in a very 

serious way. There is room for receiving foreign teohnioal assistance 

in this respect. 






